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TheATRIUM: First, International and Made in 
Klaipėda!
The tittle of the TheATRIUM Festival includes a Latin word “atrium”. It was 
the main space of a residential building in the central area of a house with 
a lighting coming directly through the ceiling. Conversations and meetings 
of great importance were held in an atrium. In contemporary architecture, 
an atrium is a glass ceiling-covered space in the centre of a building. 
Incidentally, such detail can be found in Klaipėda Drama Theatre as well.  

The theatre was built in the middle of the 19th century. 
After reconstruction of the building which took place between 2007 and 
2015 Klaipėda Drama Theatre became one of the most modern theatres 
in the Baltic region. 

June 1 - 25, 2017 the renovated Klaipėda Drama Theatre will host the 
first international theatre festival TheATRIUM which will include the best 
contemporary theatre performances from Lithuania, Poland, Latvia, 
Estonia, Great Britain.



RepeRToIRe

13 6.30 PM
Tuesday

Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 
Great Hall

Duration 2:15

The Great Evil
Marius Ivaškevičius

LITHUANIAN NATIONAL DRAMA THEATRE

18 6 PM
Sunday

Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 
Great Hall

Duration 1:30

Cleansed 
Sarah Kane

OKT/VILNIUS CITY THEATRE 

15 6.30 PM
Thursday

Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 
Great Hall

Duration 3:00

Keep Out
Gintaras Grajauskas

KLAIPėDA DRAMA THEATRE

10 6.30 PM
Saturday

5 PM
Sunday

Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 
Great Hall

Duration 1:25

Apocalypse

11 NOWY TEATR

Staged performance1 7 PM
Thursday

Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 
Great Hall

Duration 1:00SUTARI

Watermelon
(Musical performance)3 5 PM

Saturday
Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 

Great Hall

Duration 0:45SUTARI

4 5 PM
Sunday

Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 
Small Hall

Duration 2:15

The Father
August Strindberg

KLAIPėDA DRAMA THEATRE

21 6.30 PM
Wednesday

Cultural Centre Žvejų Rūmai 
(Taikos av. 70)

Duration 1:55

No.43 Filth 

TEATER NO99

(16+)

7 6.30 PM
Wednesday

Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 
Great Hall

Duration 1:25

Stavanger. Pulp People (16+)

LIEPAJA THEATRE 

17 6.30 PM
Saturday

Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 
Great Hall

Duration 2:00

Shake That Devil! 
PADI DAPI FISH 
ALBAN RICHARD

25 7 PM
Sunday

Klaipėda Drama Theatre, 
Great Hall

Duration 1:45

Final concert of TheATRIUM

THE TIGER LILLIES



June

SUTARI: ZOFIA ZEMBRZUSKA, KATARZYNA 
KAPELA, BARBARA SONGIN

From Estonia to Brasil, from music and theatre 
festivals in Poland to the legendary Seattle (USA) 
radio station KEXP – the geography of their per-
formances is really vast. The title originates from 
(yes, you guessed it right!) a Lithuanian word “su-
tarti” (Eng. “harmonize”), and their work is inspired 
by Lithuanian glee songs.  It is odd and inexcusa-
ble that until now SUTARI has never performed in 
Lithuania, and are generally unknown here…

SUTARI is a trio of playing and singing actress-
es from Poland. Three charismatic women: Zo-
fia Zembrzuska, Katarzyna Kapela and Barbara 
Songin. Three voices, three talents, three temper-
aments. Cheryl Waters from the KEXP radio station 
was simply amazed by their performance: “I have 
never seen anything like their performance. I am 
completely in love with them!“

In their works SUTARI combine Polish (Kujawy 
and Mazury regions) folk songs, Lithuanian glee 

Sutari 
Staged performance

1 7 PM
Thursday

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Great Hall

SUTARI Duration 
1:00

songs, original pieces, archaic and modern ele-
ments. Their voices overlap and flow in such a 
manner that it becomes impossible to distinguish 
which one is singing, thus creating a seamless tis-
sue. Barbara Songin says, “We are like a tightly 
weaved cloth. We admire Lithuanian polyphonic 
glee songs. It was the inspiration not only for the ti-
tle of our group but the performance technique as 
well, and even the key principle of creation. Lithu-
anian word “sutarti” means to be in harmony with 
each other. We do not try to change the songs, 
but rather reveal what is already inside them. 
While preserving the style, temperament, mel-
ody, rhythm, and, most importantly, the feminine, 
intellectual and attractive content of the songs, we 
complement them with modern elements, sounds 
and interpretation. We sustain traditional character 
of music, and approach singing as a gathering and 
dialogue. We communicate through music like our 
grandmothers did before us.“

SUTARI bring poetry, theatre and musicality to-
gether into one compelling and original package. 
They sing with such ease, sliding in and out of 
each other’s voices creating an intimacy and play-
fulness that belies the skill involved. Intoxicating 
and hypnotic. Just brilliant.



June

Watermelon Musical performance

3 5 PM
Saturday

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Great Hall

SUTARI Duration 
0:45

The woman is rounded and smooth, in about 70 percent consisting of water. She’s 
sometimes sweet and has seeds. She is pinkish. Smells good. When she’s out of 
season − she withers.

Threads turn around the stories from two spaces: the kitchen, which is usually 
crowded and a bathroom, where we usually go alone. Dripping tap. Kettle whistle. 
Three female voices echoing in the plumbing system. Unusual and everyday 
sounds, stimulated by the random movements, gestures, dance.

During the performance SUTARI turn everyday objects into music instruments; 
a bath full of water, buckets and rags, waterworks, and kitchen appliances like 
mixer, grater, spoons and glasses come alive with sounds at their will…

Script, music, arrangements, performance by SUTARI: ZOFIA 
ZEMBRZUSKA, KATARZYNA KAPELA, BARBARA SONGIN
Direction, choreography BASIA SONGIN
Set design JACKET TIMINGERIU
Costumes EWA TIMINGERIU
Lights MACIEJ DZIACZKO
Production FURU FOUNDATION



June

Director MĀRA ĶIMELE
Set designer REINIS SUHANOVS
Costume designer BAIBA LITINA
Actors: DARIUS MEŠKAUSKAS, ALDONA 
BENDORIŪTė, NIJOLė SABULYTė, JŪRATė 
JANKAUSKAITė, IGORIS REKLAITIS, MARIUS 
PAŽERECKAS, VAIDAS JOČYS, KAROLINA 
KONTENYTė, KAMILė ANDRIUŠKAITė, 
RADVILė BRONUŠAITė.
Translator EUGENIJA STRAVINSKIENė

August Strindberg 
The Father

4 5 PM
Sunday

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Small Hall

KLAIPėDA 
DRAMA 
THEATRE

Duration 
2:15

How can two people who once loved each other 
and were ready to give their lives to one another 
gradually grow apart? How can these seemingly 
small and irrelevant differences and separate out-
looks suddenly become the main obstacle for get-
ting along? Why two people who shared the love 
close in their separate private worlds while love 
is gradually replaced by indifference followed by 
an obvious hatred? How do we learn this vicious 
art of poisoning each other with silent spite, and 
later declare an open and ruthless war? Why two 
lovers cease to love? Why, after the noble oath 
“for better, for worse, till death do us part”, people 
start creating hell for each other and dream about 
death parting them? In his play Strindberg accu-
rately and unapologetically analyses the phase of 
this silent transformation, this terrible and implaca-
ble growing hatred.  

At the 7th Professional Theatre Festival of Da-
lia Tamulevičiūtė “The Father” won numerous 
awards. Māra Ķimele was awarded as the Best 
Director, Darius Meškauskas won in the Best Ac-
tor category, Aldona Bendoriūtė was the winner in 
the Best Actress category, and Karolina Kontenytė 
received the Best Young Actress award. 

For his role Darius Meškauskas won the Golden 
Stage Cross (“Auksinis scenos kryžius“). Karolina 
Kontenytė won the prestigious award in the Best 
Actress in the Secondary Role category.

Performance will have English subtitles
Subtitles translator Rimas Užgiris

Premiere 13.09.2016



June

Kristine’s marriage has reached braking point, 
so she searches for new romance online. She 
connects with Odd, and after few chats, they 
meet, only to realize Odd is not the partner of her 
dreams. In this pitch black, bitingly funny play Sta-
vanger (Pulp People), Russian director Konstantin 
Bogomolov locks his alienated characters into 
a big glass box and mercilessly examines them, 
trapped in their expectation of consumer society.

The performance is based on the story by a con-
temporary Russian writer Marina Krapivina, how-
ever the current text version was created during 
the rehearsal period in Liepāja theatre together 
with actors.

Stavanger . Pulp People

7 6.30 PM
Wednesday

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Great Hall

Duration 
1:25

Konstantin Bogomolov (1975) is considered to 
be one the most distinct theatre makers in Russia. 
He has staged performances in all the leading 
theatres in Moscow and received numerous 
awards. “Stavanger. Pulp People” was his first 
production in Latvia.

The performance has receive the Latvian Nation-
al Theatre prize “Spēlmaņu nakts” 2012/2013 in 2 
categories: “Best performance” and “Best direc-
tor”

(16+)

LIEPAJA 
THEATRE

Performance will have synchronized translation 
in Lithuanian and English languages. 

Premiere 14.09.2012 

Director KONSTANTIN BOGOMOLOV 
(RUSSIA)
Based on the play of Marina Krapivina
Set and costume designer LARISA LOMAKINA 
(RUSSIA)
Video artist ROBERTS VĪTOLS
Actors: LAURA JERUMA, KASPARS KĀRKLIŅŠ, 
ANDA ALBUŽE, GATIS MALIKS, SANDIS PĒCIS, 
ROLANDS BEĶERIS, AGNESE JĒKABSONE, 
EVERITA PJATA, VIKTORS ELLERS, SIGNE 
DANCĪTE.



June

Italy. The Old Europe, Western civilization and 
real legendary people who once lived there. Pier 
Paolo Pasolini – the legendary cinema director, 
neo-realist, playwright and poet, killed in uncer-
tain circumstances. Oriana Fallaci – iconic political 
journalist of the XX century, worshiped in Italy, but 
rejected by her devotees after publishing “The 
Rage and the Pride” in which she foreshadows 
the death of multicultural Europe. She died from 
cancer (in her own words, it was caused not by 
continuous smoking but by the smoke emitted 
from oil drillings during the Iraq War.) Both of them 
were critics of their own cultural environment, both 
worshiped by it, and eventually killed by it. What 
connects and separates them? When you look 
closely, it is the very fear of the Other. Incidental-
ly, the Other appears in the performance in the 
form a Muslim, a terrorist, and an illegal immigrant 
that Europe is already familiar with. Fallaci claims 
that the death of Europe is inescapable; its ideas 
are suicidal, and tolerance for diversity will be our 
doom. Pasolini, although agrees that death lies 
ahead of Europe, is certain that the mass stupidi-
ty, unification, and government of the masses will 
destroy us. 

The third real figure of the performance is Kevin 
Carter, the South African photographer who be-
came famous for his photograph from Sudan 
which back then was published all over the world. 
In this performance Kevin Carter acts as an inter-

Apocalypse   

10 6.30 PM
Saturday

11 5 PM
Sunday

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Great Hall

NOWY TEATR Duration 
1:25

Performance will have English and Lithuanian 
subtitles
Subtitles translator Irena Aleksaitė 

Premiere 29.09.2014

Director MICHAŁ BORCZUCH
Text and dramaturgy TOMASZ ŚPIEWAK 
Set and costume design DOROTA NAWROT 
Music BARTOSZ DZIADOSZ PLEQ
Lights designer KATARZYNA ŁUSZCZYK
Actors: BARTOSZ GELNER, MAREK KALITA, 
SEBASTIAN ŁACH, MARTA OJRZYŃSKA, 
PIOTR POLAK, JACEK PONIEDZIAŁEK, HALINA 
RASIAKÓWNA, KRZYSZTOF ZARZECKI.

mediary who chooses neither side. He died be-
ing already aware about the only way of escaping 
death. He seems to know about a very personal, 
weak and faintly suspected mean of avoiding the 
imminent Apocalypse. And this unclear possibility 
has something to do with empathy. To put it simply, 
it is related to humanity and love. Perhaps this is 
the true identity of Europe?

Michał Borczuch (born in 1979 in Krakow) is one 
of most interesting and promising young figures of 
Polish theatre. In 2015, at in the prestigious inter-
national theatre festival “Divine Comedy” (“Boska 
Komedia“; Poland, Krakow), “Apocalypse” won in 
the Best Performance category; his other perfor-
mance “All About my Mother” won the Great Prize 
in the same festival.



June

Director ÁRPÁD SCHILLING
Set designer MARIUS NEKROŠIUS
Costume designer SANDRA STRAUKAITė
Actors: VALENTINAS MASALSKIS, NELė 
SAVIČENKO, VAIVA MAINELYTė, DIANA 
ANEVIČIŪTė, VITALIJA MOCKEVIČIŪTė, 
JEVGENIJA GLADIJ, RASA SAMUOLYTė, 
BEATA TIŠKEVIČ, DAINIUS GAVENONIS, 
MARTYNAS NEDZINSKAS, VALENTINAS 
NOVOPOLSKIS, GYTIS IVANAUSKAS.

Performance will have English subtitles

Premiere 23.09.2015

Marius Ivaškevičius 
The Great Evil  

LITHUANIAN 
NATIONAL 
DRAMA 
THEATRE

Duration 
2:15

Internationally acclaimed Hungarian theatre 
director Árpád Schilling and playwright Marius 
Ivaškevičius create a play about a presentiment of 
war and the feelings we all have but would rather 
not voice.

We invest much thought into what we should 
become in our lives, we then go on to study and 
put every effort into becoming this somebody – a 
teacher, scientist, engineer or actor. We have one 
chance only, and the possibility to miss out on it is 
huge. But sometimes fate brings us another chal-
lenge: to choose what we should become in a 
war. And in this case there is no room for mistake, 
you either hit it or you die.

In 2015 Marius Ivaškevičius and Árpád Schilling 
received the Golden Stage Cross for the Best Di-
rection of National Dramaturgy. 

Árpád Schilling (born in 1974) is a Hungarian 
theatre director and artistic director of Krétakör. In 
2008 Árpád Schilling reformed his own company 
by replacing repertoires with project-based 
works, removed troupe, and crossed out the word 
“theatre” from the title.  Currently Krétakör presents 
itself as a contemporary art agency, and it is the 
most famous Hunagrian artistic group abroad. 
After reforms the director undertook great artistic 
experiments, oriented towards education, social 
development and training of talents. Since 2008 
Schilling has been working as artistic director in 
several cultural and educational institutions in 
Budapest and abroad (Paris, Prague, Munich; 
he develops his projects in schools, and small 
and remote communities. Since 2006 he was a 
guest lecturer in various theatre schools in Paris, 
Châlons-en-Champagne, Lyon, Lausanne, and 
Strasbourg.

The director won numerous awards, including 
the International Stanislavski Prize. (2005), Order 
of Arts and Letters by French Ministry of Culture 
(2008), the New Theatrical Realities ― Europe 
Theatre Prize (2009). 

13 6.30 PM
Tuesday

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Great Hall



June

Director OSKARAS KORŠUNOVAS 
Set designer GIEDRė BRAZYTė
Composer ANTANAS JASENKA
Lyricist GINTARAS GRAJAUSKAS 
Choreographer VESTA GRABŠTAITė
Video projection artist EGLė EIGIRDAITė
Lights artist VILIUS VILUTIS 
Assistant director MARIUS PAŽERECKAS
Creative assistant director DARIUS 
MEŠKAUSKAS
Actors: JONAS BARANAUSKAS, DARIUS 
MEŠKAUSKAS, EGLė BARAUSKAITė, 
MIKALOJUS URBONAS, RIMANTAS 
PELAKAUSKAS, RENATA IDZELYTė, EGLė 
JACKAITė, ARNOLDAS EISIMANTAS, JUSTINA 
VANŽODYTė, SIGUTė GAUDUŠYTė, SIMONA 
ŠAKINYTė, LIUDAS VYŠNIAUSKAS, MARIUS 
PAŽERECKAS, LINAS LUKOŠIUS, IGORIS 
REKLAITIS, REGINA ŠALTENYTė, VIDA 
KOJELYTė, KAZIMIERAS ŽVINKLYS, LINA 
KRUŠNAITė
Musical performers: GINTARAS GRAJAUSKAS, 
ANTANAS JASENKA, MATT TEICHMANN, 
ARVYDAS JAKUBėNAS, KĘSTUTIS BUBLYS

Gintaras Grajauskas 
Keep Out

15 6.30 PM
Thursday

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Great Hall

KLAIPėDA 
DRAMA 
THEATRE

Duration 
3:00

“It is something of a road movie – the journey 
through life and beyond“, says playwright Gin-
taras Grajauskas about his play “Keep Out” (Lith. 
“Pašaliniams draudžiama”). The Poet is the main 
character of the play which also includes some 
autobiographical moments. In the beginning, 
while still young, he travels through time and simi-
lar situations, gradually maturing and trying to dis-
cover his purpose in life. He clearly comprehends 
the tragicomedy of his own existence but there 
is nothing much he can change – in this strange 
“road movie” that we call life he is just one of many 
characters. Grotesque, farce and auto-irony are 
his three main companions. During his journey the 
Poet meets many people, from an old Beekeeper, 
who was once a famous poet, to an almost meta-
physical Cleaner. Sometimes it is implied that the 
young Poet meets his older self, who in the later 
part of his life became a calm and wise beekeep-
er. The Poet is accompanied by a sort of antique 
choir, horrific beings that present each other dif-
ferently every time. Maybe this is the journey of 
the dead, not the living, in the territory between 
life and death? 

In 2017 won in the Best 
Performance category at 
the “Mask of Gratitude” 
awards. Fo his role of 
Beekeeper in this per-
formance and the role 
of the Captain in “The 
Father” by A.Strindberg 
(dir. Mara Kimelė) actor 
Darius Meškauskas won 
in Best Actor nomination. 
Eglė Jackaitė was nom-
inated for the “Golden 
Stage Cross” award for 
the secondary role of the 
Official.

Performance will have English subtitles
Subtitles translator Rimas Užgiris

Premiere 16.12.2016
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Author of idea, choreographer ALBAN 
RICHARD (Director of the National 
Choreographic Center in Caen, Normandie)
Choreographer AGNIJA ŠEIKO (artistic director, 
choreographer of dance theatre PADI DAPI 
Fish)
Assistants to choreographer DARIUS BERULIS, 
MAX FOSSATI
DJ music set LESLIE BARBARA BUTCH
Accompanied by dancers, actors and citizens 
of Klaipėda 

Shake That Devil!

17 6.30 PM
Saturday

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Great Hall

PADI DAPI 
FISH 

ALBAN 
RICHARD 

Duration 
2:00

To celebrate summer and the new joint 
French-Lithuanian dance project, choreographer 
Alban Richard and dance theatre PADI DAPI Fish 
invite audience to the evening of events in Klaipė-
da Drama Theatre and the theatre square. You will 
have the opportunity to participate in numerous 
performance which will include not only dancers 
and actors, but local citizens as well. 

“Shake That Devil!” is a contemporary dance act 
which alludes to dance, theatre, witchcraft and pa-
gan rituals, and tries to make our inner demons 
dance. The performance will be created by em-

Premiere 17.06.2017

ploying shaman-like movements, submission to 
the rhythm, traveling from one body to another, 
and forcing dancers to move to electronic music. 

Sponsors: French Embassy in Lithuania, French 
Institute in Lithuania, Klaipėda City Municipality, 
Klaipėda Drama Theatre, Dance Theatre PADI 
DAPI Fish.



June

Director OSKARAS KORŠUNOVAS
Set designer OSKARAS KORŠUNOVAS
Costume designer LAURYNA LIEPAITė 
Composer ANTANAS JASENKA
Movement consultant VESTA GRABŠTAITė
Actors: GRETA PETROVSKYTė, KĘSTUTIS 
CICėNAS, DARIUS MEŠKAUSKAS \ GEDIMINAS 
RIMEIKA, MARTYNAS ALIŠAUSKAS, LAURYNAS 
JURGELIS, KAROLIS VILKAS, PAULINA 
TAUJANSKAITė, GAILė BUTVILAITė, OSKAR 
VYGONOVSKI, LUKAS MALINAUSKAS, UGNė 
ŠIAUČIŪNAITė, KAMILė PETRUŠKEVIČIŪTė, 
TAURA KVIETINSKAITė, AUGUSTė POCIŪTė, 
JONAS BRAŠKYS, INGA ŠEPETKAITė.

Sarah Kane 
Cleansed

18 6 PM
Sunday

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Great Hall

OKT/
VILNIUS 
CITY 
THEATRE  

Duration 
1:30

“Being in love is like being in Auschwitz”, – this 
assertion of Roland Barthes inspired the most 
scandalous British playwright Sarah Kane to write 
perhaps the most open of her dramas, “Cleansed.” 
After the first premiere almost the entire British me-
dia asked her why she wrote such violent plays. 
The playwright was unaffected: “No, I haven’t writ-
ten violent plays, I’m just trying to be completely 
honest.”

“The thing that shocks me the most is that they 
seem to have been more upset by the presenta-
tion of violence than by violence itself. They didn’t 
say anything that was true, except that I’d written a 
play”, – S. Kane said.

In his OKT Studio director Oskaras Koršunovas 
together with his youngest generation of actors 
and the actor Darius Meškauskas presents a per-
formance based on the play by a writer whose life 
ended very early and in a very tragic way.

Performance will have English subtitles

Premiere 25.01.2016

“It’s not the first time I turn to Sarah Kane’s writ-
ing. Her writing has the exact same kind of attrac-
tion as disaster and crime. It’s scary and at the 
same time clean. There is no play of accidents or 
mundanities in it, every word is unavoidable. This 
way Kane’s writing reaches the essence of an 
ancient drama and requires things that are hard-
ly attainable in contemporary theatre, just like the 
“Cleansed” require seek the unattainable in love”, 
– director O. Koršunovas said.



June

Theatre “NO99” (Estonia) bears a title with a hid-
den meaning. Each theatre premiere has its own 
number, and every new performance is marked 
with a descending number starting from 99. 
Founder and artistic director Tiit Ojasoo says: “We 
decided to establish a theatre where every per-
formance is presented like it is the last one. This 
is why every performance has a number starting 
from 99 in a descending order”.

Theatre “NO99” was founded in Tallinn in 2004. 
Each year it premieres 3-4 new performances. 
Founders Tiit Ojasoo and Ene Liis Semper usually 
work with the troupe by improvising on the stage, 
creating ideas and texts together with actors. The 
theatre presents performances in well-known the-
atre festivals, such as KONTAKT (Poland, Torun) or 
the Avignon Festival (France). In 2010 “NO99” par-

No.43 Filth 

21 6.30 PM
Wednesday

Cultural Centre 
“Žvejų rūmai” 

(Taikos av. 70)

Duration 
1:55

ticipated in Vilnius International Theatre Festival 
“Sirens”. “NO99” will present its performance titled 
“NO43 Filth” to the audience of Klaipėda.

If contemporary society would look in a mirror 
what reflection would it see? In the performance 
inspired by Fyodor Sologub’s novel “The Petty 
Demon” written in 1905, directors Ene-Liis Sem-
per and Tiit Ojasoo create the set that functions 
both metaphorically and directly – nine actors 
splash their way through filth condemning their 
bodies and souls to merciless tests. Evolution has 
sopped; humanity is lost and confused. Nothing 
happens anymore. Emotions are trivial, relation-
ships are weak and fake. What lies ahead? Can 
we overcome evil that appears out of nowhere, 
and multiplies in a geometric progression? 

In the beginning we walk on a plain and inno-
cent ground. We are civilized people in suits, well-
versed in culture and etiquette. Then something 
in heavens or underneath starts playing a demon-
ic rhythm that we obey. The dance of individuals 
turns into a mass wriggle of maggots following 
their reflexes. Finally, we ourselves make filth out 
of the earth as we roll in it. Thin cultural layer we 
once were proud of is gone. Individuality is gone. 
Humanity is gone. There are only filthy instincts. 
Sometimes we briefly come to our senses, we 
look at everything that is happening around us, 
and we wonder how could it happen to us?

TEATER 
NO99

Performance will have English and Lithuanian 
subtitles

Premiere 17.10.2015

Authors ENE-LIIS SEMPER and TIIT OJASOO
Choreographer JÜRI NAEL
Lights artist PETRI TUHKANEN
Music JAKOB JUHKAM and ENE-LIIS SEMPER
Actors: MARIKA VAARIK, HELENA PRUULI, REA 
LEST, RASMUS KALJUJÄRV, RAGNAR UUSTAL, 
GERT RAUDSEP, SIMEONI SUNDJA, JÖRGEN 
LIIK, JARMO REHA.

(16+)
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THE TIGER LILLIES need no introduction to 
Lithuanian audience. This British “black cabaret” 
band is known and loved here in Lithuania. Mar-
tyn Jacques formed THE TIGER LILLIES in 1989, 
London. This band has no analogues in the world; 
their work is a mixture of pre-war Berlin atmos-
phere, post-punk, cabaret, vaudeville, street the-
atre, circus, sentimentality and cynicism, British 
black humour and sarcastic “opera” falsetto of 
Martyn Jacques. Their collection of works consists 
of 46 albums and musical performances based on 
B. Brecht, W. Shakespeare, H. C. Andersen, etc. 
They have books and movies dedicated to their 
work. THE TIGER LILLIES is a peculiar world: fas-
cinating and astonishing, amazing and shocking.

“In an ideal world, 
the Tiger Lillies 
would represent 
Britain in the 
Eurovision Song 
Contest.” 

(The Times Online)

The Tiger Lillies 
Final concert of TheATRIUM 

25 7 PM
Sunday

Duration 
1:45

MARTYN JACQUES: accordion, leading vocals, 
piano, guitar, harmonica, ukulele, banjolele  
ADRIAN STOUT: vocals, double bass, musical 
saw, theremin 
JONAS GOLLAND:  drums, vocals, percussion

THE TIGER 
LILLIES 

Klaipėda Drama 
Theatre, 

Great Hall
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